BILCO COLTS COAL LIMITED,
(A subsidiary of Coal India Limited).
office of the Chief General Manager,
Kustore Area.

Ref. No. BCGL/KA/CIV/ENGG/AC/2011/118

Dated 5.2.11


In reference to above notice this is to intimate the earnest money required for this work is ₹567.00 only in place of ₹566.00 which was typing error in notice.

Other terms & conditions will remain unchanged. In convinience is regretted.

Area Civil Engineer
Kustore Area.

[Signature]

Copy to:-
1. General Manager, Kustore Area.
2. A.G.M., Kustore Area.
3. A.D.C./Kustore/Project of BCGL.
4. G.P.(C) Civil Engineering Department, Koyla Nagar.
5. G.P.(E)/CM/Projects/CM/01/1/G.P.(Nom.) BCGL, Koyla Bhawan.
6. C.V.O. BCGL, Koyla Bhawan.
7. G.P.(System) for lodging of RTI & Tender Documents of website http://bcgl.co.in at the earliest.
8. A.O. BCGL, Koyla Bhawan for publication in newspapers in a rule.
10. Project Officer concerned colliery, Kustore Area.
11. Builders Association of India 316, L.1&3 housing colony, Dhanbad.
12. Notice Board.
13. Cashier, Kustore Area.
14. All A.O. of Areas/Project of BCGL.